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TEXT :  

              Social media are websites and applications that allow people to communicate and 
share information on the internet using a computer or mobile – phone .  Famous sites 
include Facebook , Twitter , You Tube , Instagram and Whats App . 

             A social network service can connect people with same interests , friends and 
members of family . Most social networking sites let you create a profile page with 
information about yourself .Users  can share information , pictures , upload and download 
videos . They can also chat online . On the one hand , social media help users to connect to 
other people all over the world and share information in real time . In addition , it’s useful 
for students and teachers in the education field . On the other hand , social media may lead 
to addiction , cyber bullying , sleep disorder , personal information hacking and health issues 
such as obesity and depression which are the most frequent . 

                                                                               -  Adapted from internet – 

PART ONE : READING COMPREHENSION : 

Activity one : Read the text and answer the questions :(03pts) 

1- Does Social Media help people share information? 
2- Can pupils learn on social media ? 
3- What do the underlined words in the text refer to ? 

                 -They  

   -which  

Activity two : Complete from the text :(02pts) 

   Advantages of social media Disadvantages . 
1- 
2- 
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Activity three : Match the words with their equivalents :(02pts) 

- Moreover 
- Issues 
- Information 

-problems 
-data 
-in addition 
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